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Abstract

Gain adaptation of saccadic eye movements is the process whereby the size of the saccade is gradually modified if the target is

consistently and surreptitiously displaced during the saccade. Because one attends to the saccade target before each saccade, we

asked whether covert shifts of exogenous attention might themselves be adaptable. We did this by presenting a peripheral cue and

then displacing it by 3 deg after an interval equal to the average time required for attention to shift from a central to a peripheral cue.

This interval, as well as the location at which attention landed, was determined by a modification of the line-motion illusion, in

which a line appears to shoot from a previously cued location. We found that this adaptation paradigm produced consistent gradual

reductions (for back-steps) or increases (for forward-steps) in the magnitude of the shifts of attention. Like saccadic adaptation,

adaptation of shifts of attention could be manipulated independently for rightward and leftward shifts. Furthermore, the backward

adaptation paradigm also decreased the magnitude of subsequent saccades, even though no saccades had been made during the

attentional adaptation. This argues that saccades are targeted to the locus of attention, and when this locus is systematically shifted,

so too are subsequent saccades. In conclusion, the adaptability of shifts of attention suggests that attentional shifts, like saccades,

are recalibrated using a spatial error signal.
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1. Introduction

Shifts of attention are similar to eye movements in a

number of ways: First, both attention and the eyes ap-

pear to move in two distinct modes. Like the eyes during

saccadic eye movements, attention may, after a delay,

shift suddenly and at high speed to the location of a

visual object or a visual transient (Yantis, 1988); like the

eyes during smooth pursuit, attention can also pursue a

moving object, matching its velocity to that of the target
(Cavanagh, 1992). Second, when the brain moves the

eyes to pursue an object, it produces an efference copy

signal, which when added to the visual motion signal

results in a veridical assessment of the object�s speed,
whether the eye is still (so all the motion is on the retina)

or is tracking the object (so there is little motion on the

retina). Tracking an object with attention can greatly

facilitate measuring the speed of a moving object amidst
other moving objects, suggesting that an attentional ef-

ference copy signal also exists (Cavanagh, 1992). Third,

eye movements can be summoned either by a visual
transient such as an object suddenly appearing or

moving (exogenous saccades) or by an act of will, as

during search or reading (endogenous saccades). Simi-

larly, the locus of attention can be shifted by exogenous

or endogenous cues (Yantis & Jonides, 1990). Fourth,

the time to initiate saccades or to shift attention can be

reduced if the fixation point is extinguished some time

before the stimulus is presented (Fischer & Weber, 1993;
Mackeben & Nakayama, 1993). Fifth, during search

tasks, the size of the attentional field and the average

saccade size are similar (Motter & Belky, 1998), and

there is a similar effect of priming on saccade latency

and focal attentional deployment in visual search tasks

(McPeek, Maljkovic, & Nakayama, 1999).

These similarities between shifts of attention and eye

movements, especially saccades, are probably not for-
tuitous. When a change occurs somewhere in the visual

field, it attracts first one�s attention, and, a bit later,
one�s gaze. Because of this attentional shift, discrimi-
nation is better and faster at the saccade target (and

elsewhere in the target hemifield, Crovitz & Daves, 1962),
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even if one is instructed to make a different discrimi-

nation elsewhere (Chelazzi et al., 1995; Posner, Sny-

der, & Davidson, 1980; Shepherd, Findlay, & Hockey,

1986). Indeed, saccades cannot be made without atten-

tion at the target location, and, conversely, one gener-

ally cannot attend elsewhere just before making a

saccade (Deubel & Schneider, 1996; Kowler, Anderson,

Dosher, & Blaser, 1995).
There are two distinct ways that this obligatory

coupling might work: Attention might simply alight on

visual features and thereby select them for the oculo-

motor system, which would calculate their location in-

dependently. Alternatively, saccades might be targeted

specifically to the locus of attention. In this case any

errors in the position of attention would produce corres-

ponding errors in saccadic targeting. There is little
evidence that bears on which of these two views is

correct.

If the saccade targeting is derived from the locus of

attention, one can interpret this tight coupling between

the attentional and oculomotor systems in several ways.

The most extreme one holds that shifts of attention are

outcomes of the programming of saccades, even when

the eyes do not move (Rizzolatti, Riggio, Dascola, &
Umilta, 1987). A difficulty with any model that makes

attentional shifts an epiphenomenon of saccadic pro-

gramming, is that it leaves unexplained why attention

should possess the attribute of spatial extent as well as

location, while saccades are only location based. A more

moderate position holds that attention is manifested as a

peak of activation on a saliency map. Competition

among neurons in this map gives rise to a single winning
location that corresponds to the most salient object,

which then becomes the input to the saccade generator

(Clark, 1999; Koch & Ullman, 1985).

How attention shifts is controversial. One view is that

attention moves in a continuous (‘‘analog’’) fashion, as

do the eyes, that is, moving at a finite velocity and

passing over intermediate points (Shulman, Remington,

& McLean, 1979). Early studies using the Posner (1980)
paradigm of comparing reaction time or discrimination

enhancement between a previously cued versus non-

cued location supported the notion of analog shifts

(Tsal, 1983), at speeds of 125 deg/s. An alternative view,

based on experiments with better control of the cuing

and the effects of stimulus eccentricity, is that attention

moves in discrete, abrupt steps, such that shifts of var-

ious magnitudes take the same amount of time (Hen-
derson & Macquistan, 1993; Kwak, Dagenbach, &

Egeth, 1991; Remington & Pierce, 1984; Sagi & Julesz,

1985). Shifts of auditory attention have also been found

to be distance invariant (Mondor & Zatorre, 1995). A

third view of attentional shifts considers that attention

does not shift from one point to another, but zooms in

on one locus and then zooms back out before going on

to another (Eriksen & St. James, 1986). Finally, one

might view the ‘‘movement’’ of attention as illusory,

being a manifestation of different points on a map

gaining ascendency over the other points. This would be

true whether selective attention is an interaction among

feature maps, each of which implicitly encode stimulus

saliency (Desimone & Duncan, 1995), or if saliency is

encoded in separate topographic maps (Itti & Koch,

2000). Whether attentional ascendency emerges through
binding or saliency, clearly the locus of attention can

change. We refer to such changes in spatial locus as

‘‘shifts’’ of attention. Our interest in this paper is whe-

ther these ‘‘shifts’’ are adaptable. In particular, we

demonstrate that a salient feature of the motor pro-

gramming of saccades––gain adaptation––also applies

to shifts of attention.

In the case of saccades, it is clear that visual infor-
mation present after the saccade can influence the size of

subsequent saccades. This is evident from a long line of

experiments starting with those of McLaughlin (1967),

in which the experimenter surreptitiously moves the

target back towards its previous location while the eye is

in mid-flight with vision impaired. As a result, the brain

is fooled into thinking that an accurate saccade had been

too large. Over many saccades this results in the saccade
amplitude being gradually reduced so that the saccades

land progressively closer to the displaced position rather

than the initial position of the target. By similar proce-

dures, one can cause the saccade amplitude to be in-

creased (Albano, 1996; Semmlow, Gauthier, & Vercher,

1989; Straube, Fuchs, Usher, & Robinson, 1997) or the

saccade vector to be rotated (Deubel, 1987; Noto, Wa-

tanabe, & Fuchs, 1999). Saccade adaptation is specific to
the particular directions (Deubel, 1991; Semmlow et al.,

1989) or amplitudes (Miller, Anstis, & Templeton, 1981;

Noto et al., 1999; Straube et al., 1997). Furthermore,

adaptation is specific to the type of saccade (Deubel,

1999; Erkelens & Hulleman, 1993, but see Fuchs, Reiner,

& Pong, 1996), that is, adaptation of exogenous sac-

cades does not transfer to endogenous (scanning or

memory guided) saccades, perhaps because adapta-
tion can take place in any of several saccade-generating

brain pathways (Deubel, 1999; Ganvarz & Grossberg,

1999).

To look for a similar adaptational change in shifts of

attention, we examined whether the magnitude of shifts

of attention could be changed by a method similar to that

used to demonstrate saccade adaptation. To do this, we

presented to subjects, whose eyes stayed on a fixation
point, a peripheral cue and then, when we estimated that

their attention was shifting, we moved the cue back by

30% so that the attentional shift would appear to have

been too large. Using this back-step paradigm, we ex-

amined the magnitudes of the attentional shifts to see

whether the size of the attentional shift changed gradu-

ally over many trials. Furthermore, if saccades were

made to the locus of attention, one might expect that if
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the attentional shifts were smaller after adaptation, then

subsequent saccades would also be smaller.

Because we cannot continuously measure the location

of attention, as we can measure eye position, we needed

to use indirect methods to determine (a) the time when

attention shifts and (b) the spatial (landing) location of

attention after an attentional shift. We addressed both of

these needs by using different variants on the line-motion
illusion of Hikosaka, Miyauchi, and Shimojo (1993),

which is strongly influenced by the locus of attention. In

this illusion, if attention is drawn or directed to a cue,

and a line is then presented adjacent to the cue, the line

appears to grow (or ‘‘shoot’’) from the end nearest the

cue; if the line is centered on a previous cue, the line

appears to shoot outwards in both directions from the

cue location. This illusory motion is seen whether at-
tention is drawn to the cue through visual, auditory or

tactile means (Shimojo, Miyauchi, & Hikosaka, 1997).

This illusion has been explained as a result of attention

speeding the processing of visual information, so that the

attended part of the line is perceived first (Hikosaka

et al., 1993). We found that a psychophysical para-

digm using the line-motion illusion gives reliable esti-

mates of both the latency to shift attention and the
location of attention. Using this paradigm, we were able

to track the magnitude of shifts of attention over time.

Our principal results are, first, that by utilizing the

back-step paradigm, we gradually reduced the magnitude

of attentional shifts and, second, that this adaptation

reduced the size of subsequent saccades. By stepping the

cue forward, instead of back, we increased the size of

attentional shifts. Finally, we adapted shifts to the right
without affecting those to the left. All of these charac-

teristics have been also observed in saccadic adaptation.

2. Methods

2.1. Subjects

The subjects were 21 naive volunteers (City College

students of both sexes) and one of the authors (AK).

Self-selection eliminated those who were not of a patient
disposition. In addition, we discarded the data of sub-

jects whose performance on the line-motion task during

the pre-adaptation phase did not pass a criterion (line-

motion origin reported as more than 0.5 deg from the

actual cue location or standard deviation greater than

0.5 deg). Fourteen subjects participated in Experiment 1;

three of these were in both Experiments 2 and 3; and

seven subjects participated in Experiment 4.

2.2. Stimuli and apparatus

Stimuli were displayed on a 21 in. green monochrome

monitor at 200 frames/s and were viewed at 51 cm by

subjects using a chin-rest in a dimly lit room. The fixa-

tion spot and cue were 0.33 deg in diameter; all the

stimuli were light green (�37 cd/m2) on a darker green

background (�3 cd/m2) and were generated by a com-

puter running VisionWorks (Vision Research Graphics

Inc., Durham, NH). The timing of the stimuli and the

collection of the subjects� keyboard responses were

controlled by a second computer using routines written
under SuperScope (GW Instruments, Somerville, MA,

USA). Display timing was accurate to within 10 ms. A

foot pedal was used by some subjects to initiate a trial

sequence or to temporarily halt the task for brief rest

periods.

2.3. Monitoring eye movements

To monitor fixation and to assess whether the adap-

tation of attentional shifts also affects saccadic gain
(Experiment 4), we measured eye movements with an

infrared limbus tracker (Model 5400, Microguide Inc.,

Downers Grove, Illinois, USA). The eye tracker was

mounted on a frame, and head stabilisation was aided

with a chin and forehead rest. Data acquisition was

controlled by a SuperScope program on a Macintosh

computer. The output of the eye tracker was linearized

by having the subject pursue a spot moving through one
cycle of a sinusoid with an amplitude of 34 deg and a

frequency of 0.04 Hz. This method of calibration mini-

mized the number and size of saccades that the subject

made, thereby permitting us to recalibrate the eye

movement apparatus after the lengthy attention adap-

tation procedure, without introducing more than a few

saccades that might reverse the effects of any saccadic

adaptation that had occurred.
The amplitude of each saccade was measured by the

experimenter, using a computer-assisted data analysis

program. Each trial was calibrated by measuring the eye

position before the target step and after the eye reached

its eventual stable position near the end of the 1.6-s trial.

We regarded this distance as equal to the distance that

the target moved. The saccadic gain was calculated as

the amplitude of the saccade divided by this estimate of
change in target position.

On five subjects (three of whom are included here),

we monitored the eye movements during the attention

adaptation experiments, to see whether fixation was

maintained. We found that the subjects did not make

any saccades during the adaptation experiment.

2.4. Determining time required to shift attention

To determine for each subject the time required for a
shift in attention, we used a two-alternative forced-

choice discrimination task using the line-motion illusion.

With the subject fixating on the centrally located
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fixation point, a cue stimulus identical to that used

during the adaptation experiment was displayed at 10

deg randomly to the right or left. After a randomly se-

lected delay of 60–200 ms, the cue was followed by a

horizontal rectangular line stimulus (10 deg wide by 0.3

deg high), which spanned the distance between the cue

and the fixation point.

If the stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) between the
cue and the line was sufficiently long for the subject to

shift attention from the fixation to the cue location, the

line would appear to shoot from the end located at the

cue position. If the SOA was briefer, the line would

appear to originate from the fixation point or would

appear, veridically, to come on simultaneously across

its length. The subject was instructed to identify the

origin of the line-motion as either from the inner end
(near the fixation point) or from the outer end (near the

cue location) by selecting one of two keys on a standard

keyboard. If the motion did not appear to originate

from near the line�s extremities, subjects were instructed
to select the key associated with the inner position,

since attention had not yet shifted to the outer cued

location.

The psychometric functions of the probability of the
perceived line-motion origin being at the outer end of

the line vs. the SOA were plotted and the raw responses

were fitted with a sigmoidal curve (see example subjects

in Fig. 1). The average steepness of these functions was

44 ms between the 20% and 80% points and was quite

consistent (SD ¼ 15 ms, n ¼ 10). These results support
the validity of using the line-motion illusion to deter-

mine the latency of shifts of attention, as has been pre-
viously reported (Hikosaka et al., 1993).

Approximately one day before each adaptation ex-

periment, we calculated the attentional shift latency by

an approximate psychometric function obtained by fit-

ting the raw data with a Lowess non-linear smoother

(see Section 2.7). An individual subjects� shift time (that

is, the time taken for attention to be changed from the

fixation point to the target cue location) was obtained by

locating the SOA equivalent to the 50% inward line-

motion on this function. The mean attentional shift time

was 116 ms.

2.5. Experimental design

In saccadic adaptation experiments, the target is

surreptitiously and consistently displaced during the

saccade, causing the eye to land beyond or short of the

target. We used a similar experimental design to deter-
mine whether the magnitude of shifts in visual attention

can also adapt to visual feedback. However, in our ex-

periments the subject maintained fixation on a central

0.33 deg fixation spot while tracking an identical cue

spot with covert attention. In brief, the cue stepped to

the right or left of the fixation spot, and then, after the

average latency for that subject to shift attention, the

cue briefly turned into a grating of the same size and
then returned to being a spot. The subject�s task was to
identify the orientation of this grating which briefly re-

placed the cue. This task was designed to ensure focal

attention at the cue location. During adaptation, the cue

either stepped back (e.g., leftward after a rightward step)

or stepped forwards by 3 deg at the moment it became

the grating. Thus in this situation the cue could be de-

scribed as signalling the appearance of the grating 3 deg
away.

Interleaved with these grating trials (usually making

up 87% of the trials) were line-motion trials (usually

13%) in which a modification of the line-motion illusion

was used to identify where attention landed after a shift

of attention. The trials are described in detailed in Sec-

tion 2.6.

We conducted four experiments, each of which re-
quired multiple sessions: a series of training sessions (see

Appendix A), a session measuring an individual sub-

ject�s attentional shift time (as described in Section 2.4)
and finally the experimental session.

2.5.1. Experimental session

The experimental session of each of the 4 experiments

consisted of three phases (Fig. 2): (I) a pre-adaptation

baseline phase (mean across subjects ¼ 277 trials,

SD ¼ 88 trials); (II) the adaptation phase (mean ¼ 734
trials, SD ¼ 142 trials); and (III) a post-adaptation

recovery phase (mean ¼ 367 trials, SD ¼ 117 trials).
These three consecutive phases were identical except that

during phase II the cue stepped back or forward, after an

interval corresponding to the subject�s latency to shift
attention, whereas in the pre- and post-adaptation

phases the cue remained at the location where it first

appeared (i.e., either 9 deg or, in Experiment 3, 7 deg).

Fig. 1. Time to shift attention. Raw data for one subject (þ symbols at
0% denote reports of outward motion; those at 100% denote inward

motion) and the corresponding Lowess and sigmoidal fits for this

subject (rightmost curve) and 3 other subjects.
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2.5.2. Experiment 1: Adaptation to back-steps in both

directions

During the adaptation phase of this experiment we

stepped the cue 9 deg either to the right or left of the

fixation spot and then, at a time corresponding to the

subject�s latency to shift attention, stepped it backwards
by 3 deg. At the moment of the step-back, the cue was

briefly replaced by a grating, before returning to a spot.

We tested whether the magnitude of the attention shift

decreased over time.

2.5.3. Experiments 2 and 3: Directional specificity of

adaptation

In Experiment 2, we examined the directional speci-

ficity of the adaptation by stepping back the cue only

during trials in which it had initially stepped to the right.

In Experiment 3, we tested whether the magnitude of the

shifts of attention could be increased (instead of de-
creased) by presenting the cue at 7 deg right or left and

then stepping the cue forward by 3 deg only during the

rightward trials.

2.5.4. Experiment 4: Effect of adaptation of attention on

saccade adaptation

In this experiment we measured the gain of saccades

before the pre-adaptation phase and again after the

adaptation phase of an attention adaptation experiment

like Experiment 1, except that the frequency of line trials

was reduced to 5% to minimise their possible attenua-

tion effect on the adaptation. To assess the gain of
saccades, targets were stepped across the screen in 9–11

deg steps for 100–150 trials. When the computer de-

tected the start of a saccade (based on a velocity crite-

rion), the target was extinguished for 300 ms, so that the

oculomotor system received minimal feedback as to the

accuracy of the saccades. We chose this interval because

saccadic adaptation is reduced by two-thirds if the target

is not present for 300 ms after the saccade (Fujita,
Amagai, Minakawa, & Aoki, 2002).

2.6. Trial descriptions

2.6.1. Grating trials

During these trials, the cue appeared randomly either

9 deg to the right or left of the continuously available

fixation point (Fig. 3). After an interval corresponding

to the previously determined attentional shift time (see

Section 2.4), the cue was replaced for 50–100 ms with a

square-wave grating, (Fig. 3, frame 3b; diameter ¼ 0:3
deg, spatial frequency ¼ 6 cpd) randomly chosen from
one of four orientations. The Michaelson contrast (0.3–

0.4 for the two oblique orientations and 0.2–0.3 for

horizontal and vertical orientations) was established for

each subject during a training session to yield 75%

Fig. 2. Cue position during the different phases of each experiment.

Subjects fixated a 0.33 deg diameter circular fixation point (A), and

were instructed to shift their attention (but not their eyes) to an

identical cue stimulus when it appeared at position B. B was located at

9 deg (randomly to the right or left) in all phases of Experiments 1, 2

and 4, or at 7 deg in all phases of Experiment 3. During the adaptation

phase only, after a predetermined interval (the attention shift latency),

the cue was displaced by )3 deg to position C (6 deg from A) either on
both sides (Experiment 1) or one side (Experiment 2) or stepped for-

ward by þ3 deg to position D (Experiment 3). The cue briefly changed
into a small grating upon reaching its final position (position B in

phases I and III or at C or D during phase II).

Fig. 3. Sequence and timing of events. Frames indicate the sequence

for the two types of trials, those used to assess the location of attention

(line-motion task, frames 3a–5) and those used to hold attention on the

cue (grating task, frames 3b–5) during the adaptation phase in Ex-

periments 1 and 2.
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accuracy. This level of performance was maintained dur-

ing the experiment by modifying the grating duration

and contrast. After the grating intervals, the cue, now

acting as a mask, returned for 200 ms. Subjects selected

the grating orientation with a keyboard response.

It is worth noting that in addition to requiring our

subjects to maintain fixation, our experimental protocol

would have discouraged saccades because the grating to
be discriminated appeared about 100 ms after the target

step and was masked 100 ms later. Thus most saccades

would not reach the grating cue while it was present, and

the grating would not have been discriminable during

the saccade. Indeed, no saccades were detected on those

subjects whose eye movements were monitored. Thus,

the task involved covert attentional shifts only.

The grating and mask were at the initial cue location
of 9 deg to the right or left of the fixation spot (7 deg in

Experiment 3) during the pre-adaptation and post-

adaptation phases, but were displaced by 3 deg during

the adaptation phase, either back towards the fixation

point (Experiments 1, 2 and 4) or forward (Experiment 3).

2.6.2. Line-motion trials

The principal innovation in these experiments is the

use of a modification of the line-motion illusion to track

where attention landed after attention shifted from the

fixation spot to the cue. To do this we expanded the

response to the line from being a two-alternative forced-

choice (‘‘from which end did the line grow?’’) to being a
nine-alternative forced-choice by having the ‘‘line’’ be a

row of nine adjacent filled circles, each 0.33 deg in dia-

meter, and having the subject judge from which of the

filled circles the line appeared to originate (examples

of stimulus conditions from different experiments are

shown in Fig. 4). This procedure yielded a consistent

percept in trained subjects that the line originated from

the perceived location of a previously flashed cue, and
thus, we infer, from the location to which exogenous

attention had been drawn.

Like the grating trials, the line trials began with the

cue appearing 9 deg (7 deg in Experiment 3) randomly

either to the right or left of the fixation point. After an

interval corresponding to the attentional shift time for

that subject, the cue was replaced for approximately 600

ms by the line stimulus, which spanned 3 deg (Fig. 3,
frame 3a).

In Experiment 1, for the first half of the subjects the

line was positioned so that the outermost filled circle was

aligned with the initial cue location (9 deg right or left),

thus spanning the 3 deg between the initial and step-

back cue locations (Fig. 4A). In the second half of the

subjects and in Experiments 2 and 4, the third circle

from the outer end was aligned with the cue location, so
that changes in response variability would not cause

shifts in response position because of truncation (Fig.

4B). In Experiment 3, in which the cue stepped forward,

the cue started at 7 deg and stepped to 10 deg, a position
chosen because the cue�s stepping forward from 9 to 12
deg made the grating discrimination too difficult. In this

experiment, the third circle from the inner end of the line

was aligned with the cue location (Fig. 4C).

2.6.3. Catch trials

In contrast to the training on the line-motion task, in

which each of the 9 circles that made up the line was

cued with equal probability, during the experiment the

line origin remained constant over many consecutive

trials (e.g., at position 9). Thus, subjects might bias their
responding to the expected cue location. To minimize

this effect, which would cause the degree of adaptation

to be underestimated, we interleaved an equal number of

catch trials with the line-motion trials. These catch trials

lacked predictability about the location of the apparent

line origin because the line was offset with respect to the

cue by a random amount, so that the line-motion ap-

peared to originate with equal probability from each of
the eight circle positions other than the actual cue po-

sition. The responses on these catch trials were not used

in our estimates of adaptation, but were used to as-

certain the accuracy of the line-motion task during the

experiment.

Fig. 4. Modified line-motion illusion. (A) If a single cue (at position 9)

precedes a line (composed of a 3 deg row of 9 identical circles), the line

appears to shoot from the cue location in the direction of the arrows.

(B) If the cue preceding the line is at a position within the line (here

position 7, as used in Experiments 1, 2 and 4) the illusory motion flows

in two directions but is strongest for the longer line segment (here to

the left). (C) If the cue is located at position 3 (as in Experiment 3 in

which forward-steps from 7 to 10 deg were used during adaptation),

line-motion is seen mostly to the right. In all cases subjects were

trained to locate accurately the origin of line-motion to one of the 9

circles.
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2.6.4. Frequency of line-motion, catch and grating trials

Because the line was present for much longer than the

attentional shift time, each shift to it tends to counter

the adaptation produced by the grating trials. Thus, if

the frequency of the line trials is higher, our ability to

track the locus of attention is better, but the adaptation

is weaker. In Experiment 1, the correlation (r) between

the degree of adaptation and the frequency of line trials
experienced by each subject was 0.82. For this reason,

we varied the proportion of line and grating trials in

different experiments.

The frequency of the line trials (half of which were

normal line-motion trials and half of which were catch

trials) was 25% for the first 7 subjects in Experiment 1,

after which it was decreased to 13% (for the remaining 7

subjects and for Experiments 2 and 3) to minimize inter-
ference of the line trials with the adaptation. In order to

maximise the degree of adaptation in Experiment 4, in

which the primary measurement was saccadic gain, the

number of line-motion and catch trials was further de-

creased to 5%. Therefore, the ratio of the percentage of

line-motion:catch trials of all trials was 25:0% for the

first 7 subjects of Experiment 1; 6.5:6.5% for the re-

maining subjects in Experiments 1 and 2; and 2.5:2.5%
in Experiment 4.

2.7. Data presentation

The principal data presented here are the changes in

the location of attention immediately after a shift of

attention in response to steps of the cue. On each line

trial, the subject reported the circle from which the

motion appeared to originate. We converted these res-

ponses into a percentage of the 3-deg step-back or step-

forward. Thus a reported origin of line-motion of 0%

corresponded to the actual cue location (B in Fig. 2),
)100% corresponded to the backward step location (C

in Fig. 2) and þ100% corresponded to the forward-step
location (D in Fig. 2). The raw data were smoothed

using a Lowess smoother as implemented in Sigma-

Plot� (SPSS Inc., Chicago) or Data Desk� (Data De-

scription Inc., Ithaca, NY). This non-linear iterative

fitting function involves computing a regression line

within a window around each y-value and assigning
each point a weight inversely proportional to its dis-

tance from the fitted line. Because the line-motion trials

occurred at only occasional and random trial numbers

in each subject, to average across subjects, we inter-

polated the smoothed data for each subject to yield

data at each trial number. The number of trials was not

the same for each subject, so for statistical purposes we

compared individual trials during the first 180 trials of
the pre- and post-adaptation phases and the first three

consecutive blocks of 180 trials during the adaptation

phase.

3. Results

Because our results rely on the use of the line-motion

illusion to determine the location of the focus of atten-

tion, we first present results which demonstrate the ac-

curacy of this method. We then show that the shifts of

attention measured in this way can be adapted if the

target is systematically displaced to a new spatial loca-
tion at the time of the initial attentional shift. Finally we

explore the directional specificity of such attentional

adaptation and its effect on subsequent saccadic eye

movements.

3.1. Accuracy and reliability of assessments of locus of

attention

Our assessments of the adaptation of shifts of atten-

tion rely on the accuracy and reliability with which

subjects correctly identify the location from which the

line-motion originates. Our subjects were able to locate
the origin of the line-motion to less than 0.57 deg during

training, during which correction trials were given.

Furthermore, we tested one of the authors (AK) under

extended conditions for 1794 consecutive trials on the

line-motion task with the cue randomly presented at all

possible positions on the line. We found that the slope of

the line relating the perceived locus of line initiation to

the actual cue location was very close to 1. After re-
moving the correction trials, r ¼ 0:83 (Fig. 5A) and the
mean accuracy was 0.76 deg (SD ¼ 0:18 deg).
Over the 2 h time-course of this experiment, we found

that the error (the absolute value of the deviation of the

reported line origin from the cue location) was stable.

This indicates that the repeated use of the line-motion

illusion without adaptation does not by itself apprecia-

bly change the apparent origin of line-motion. So too in
our experimental subjects, as will be seen, we also find

that the locus of attention is relatively stable in the long

series of over 1000 baseline trials in Experiments 2 and

3, and during the shorter pre-adapt baseline phase in

Experiment 1.

To assess the reliability of the line-motion trials

during the experimental conditions, in which the task

demands were much greater because the line-motion
trials occurred infrequently and without warning, we

looked at the performance on the catch trials (in which

every position on the line was cued) for subjects in Ex-

periment 1 (Fig. 5B). Even under these conditions, the

mean accuracy was quite high at 0.72 deg (SD ¼ 0:4
deg).

A curiosity of our origin of line-motion data is the

slight displacement in the direction of the line-motion,
resulting in the baseline measures being slightly less than

zero. This might be a manifestation of the Frohlich

illusion, in which one sees the origin of motion of a
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moving stimulus displaced in the direction of the motion
(Kirschfeld & Kammer, 1999).

3.2. Experiment 1: Adaptation to back-steps in both

directions

3.2.1. Example of raw data

The general result of the adaptation experiment was
that once each step of the cue was followed by a back-

step at the attention-shift-latency, the magnitude of the

shift of attention gradually decreased. Thus the location

where attention landed (as measured by the origin of

line-motion) became closer to the point to which the cue

back stepped. An example of the raw data and its

Lowess smoothed function from one subject is shown in

Fig. 6. The subject�s judgement of the apparent line
origin was fairly stable during the pre-adaptation base-

line period. During the adaptation phase, the apparent

line origin shifted over several hundreds of trials in the

direction of the back-stepped location with a clear

downward trend to a maximum of approximately 40%

of the size of the 3 deg back-step. Once the adaptation
was discontinued in the post-adaptation phase, the ap-

parent line origin shifted substantially back toward the

original cue location (0%).

3.2.2. Magnitude and consistency of adaptation

Every one of our 14 subjects significantly decreased

the size of their attentional shifts by the third block of

180 adaptation trials compared to the first 180 pre-

adaptation trials (Fig. 7A and Table 1; mean shift ¼
�16:6%, SD ¼ 8:9; Kruskal–Wallis ANOVA andDunn�s
Comparison, p < 0:01 for each subject; 12 of these sub-
jects showed a significant shift using t-test comparisons of

raw responses during these periods: in 9 subjects

p < 0:001 and in 3 subjects p < 0:05). Both the mean and
the mode of the magnitude of the shifts of attention

changed with adaptation. Thus the adaptation was not a

consequence simply of an increase in the frequency of the

subject selecting the adapted position with a concordant

decrease in the frequency of selecting the unadapted
position (Fig. 8). Notice that the principal difference

between the first (Adapt 1) and third (Adapt 3) blocks of

the adaptation was the decrease in the frequency of the

unadapted position (0%) and the increase in the fre-

quency with which the circles three ()33%) and four
()44%) positions away were chosen. It is important to
note that even after adaptation our subjects never

reported that the line started at the position representing
full adaptation ()100%).

Fig. 5. Accuracy in locating attention with the line-motion illusion.

(A) Example of one of the authors (AK) tested with a very long series

of line-motion trials (1794) in which the cue was randomly placed with

respect to a subsequent line stimulus (composed of 9 circles) spanning

from 6 to 9 deg of eccentricity. The circle reported as the origin of the

line-motion is highly correlated with the actual cue location. (B) Ac-

curacy during the pre-adaptation phase for the 7 subjects from Ex-

periment 1 who had both the normal line-motion trials (cue at the

seventh circle position) and catch trials (cue randomly occurred at one

of the other 8 positions). This task was more difficult since the line-

motion trials were interlaced with the grating trials and occurred in-

termittently and unexpectedly. In both cases, frequency of responses is

represented by the area of the black circles.

Fig. 6. Example of raw data showing a shift in the locus of attention

during adaptation. Raw responses for the reported origin of line-mo-

tion are shown for the adaptation phase (open circles) and the pre- and

post-adaptation phases (filled circles) of subject F (see Table 1) in

Experiment 1, with the corresponding Lowess smoothers fitted to the

data of each phase (solid lines). Trial numbers shown on the x-axis

include both grating and line-motion trials. In this subject, approxi-

mately 20% of total trials were line-motion trials (circles). During the

adaptation phase, the reported origin of line-motion moved gradually

from the original cue location (0%) toward the step-back location

()100%). Trial Number shows all trials rather than the 180 trial blocks
presented in Table 1 and Fig. 9.
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Averaging across subjects as above underestimates

the degree of adaptation because of individual differ-

ences in time course. Therefore we also show the greatest

degree of adaptation shown by each subject (in the third

block of 180 adaptation trials) relative to the average of

the pre-adaptation phase (Fig. 7B). The median amount

of adaptation so measured was 22.5%. Furthermore, all

but three of our subjects shifted in the opposite direction
during the post-adaptation phase (Fig. 7C and Table 1;

mean shift ¼ þ10:1%, SD ¼ 14:1; Dunn�s Comparison,
p < 0:01, n ¼ 11).
Averaged across all 14 subjects (Fig. 9), the magni-

tude of attentional shifts clearly decreased during the

adaptation phase of the experiment compared to the

pre-adaptation baseline phase (by 17.5% of the back-

step size during the third block of 180 adaptation trials)

and then increased again (by 11.4%) during the post-

adaptation phase (Fig. 9 insert). Subjects who had catch

trials but fewer line trials showed slightly greater

amounts of adaptation than those subjects who did not

have catch trials, but not significantly so (difference

between the adaptation phase III and pre-adaptation

was )13.5% for subjects A–G and )19.8% for subjects

H–N, Table 1, p > 0:05). Statistically, the averaged
magnitude of attentional shifts across all subjects

differed significantly among the three experimental

phases (Kruskal–Wallis ANOVA, H ¼ 794:5, df ¼ 4,
p < 0:001) and was significantly different between the
pre-adaptation and the adaptation or each of the three

blocks of the adaptation phase (Dunn�s Comparisons,
p < 0:01 in all cases).

3.2.3. Time-course of adaptation

An important attribute of saccadic gain adaptation is

that it is gradual. We find this is also true of adaptation

of shifts of attention. From the averaged change in the
perceived origin of the line-motion across all subjects

(Fig. 9), the regression of apparent line origin on trial

number during the adaptation phase shows a significant

downward linear trend (slope ¼ �2:19% per 100 trials;

r ¼ 0:99, p < 0:001) and a reversal of that trend when
the adaptation trials were discontinued in the post-adap-

tation phase (slope ¼ þ2:81% per 100 trials; r ¼ 0:77,
p < 0:001). These changes from the pre-adaptation
baseline were not due to variability during the pre-adap-

tation control period, because performance was rela-

tively stable (slope ¼ �0:64% per 100 trials) and

accuracy during this period was high––the average per-

ceived position of the origin of the line-motion was 0.25

deg away from the actual cue location.

Although Fig. 9 shows that the average adaptation is

progressive, this does not necessarily imply that adap-
tation in individual subjects is progressive; the same

curves could have resulted from each subject suddenly

adapting but after different numbers of trials. The full

adaptation curves of each subject (Fig. 10) show that

adaptation is not sudden. Rather, the adaptation curve

of most subjects proceeds more or less steadily down-

ward, and regression fits give negative slopes in all but

one case (Subject N in Fig. 10). Additionally, the mean
level of adaptation relative to the pre-adaptation period

in individual subjects does not differ significantly during

the first block of the adaptation period, but does by the

second and third blocks (ANOVA, Tukey comparison,

p < 0:001). Eleven of the 14 subjects significantly de-
creased further between the first 180 trials and the third

block of 180 trials (Kruskal–Wallis ANOVA and Pair-

wise Dunn�s Comparisons, p < 0:001 for n ¼ 11, Table
1). When the adaptation trials were discontinued during

the post-adaptation phase, slopes were positive in 10 of

14 subjects.

Fig. 7. Distribution of the degree of adaptation in individual subjects

in Experiment 1. (A) The mean origin of line-motion over the third

block of 180 adaptation trials after subtracting the mean of the pre-

adaptation phase. (B) The greatest adaptation as shown by the mini-

mum point on the smoothed curve of responses minus the average of

the pre-adaptation phase. (C) The mean origin of line-motion during

the first 180 trials of the post-adaptation phase after subtracting the

mean of the third block of adaptation trials. The x-axis is expressed as

a percentage of the size of the step-back. The arrows show the median

of each distribution.
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3.2.4. Coupling between leftward and rightward adapta-

tion steps

Because the time-course of adaptation differs among

individuals (or among experiments), we looked to see

whether, in individual subjects, the course of adaptation

to rightward and leftward steps of the cue was similar.

In 9 subjects, the linear regressions of the smoothed

interpolated values in the two directions were well cor-
related (mean r ¼ 0:77, SD ¼ 0:2), while the remaining
subjects had weak or no coupling (mean r ¼ 0:22,
SD ¼ 0:04). The degree of correlation between the left
and right sides was not related to the magnitude of the

mean adaptation in individual subjects.

3.3. Experiments 2 and 3: Directional specificity of

adaptation

A salient feature of saccadic adaptation is that

adaptation to rightward steps does not transfer to left-
ward steps. To see whether the rightward and leftward

shifts of attention could also be adapted independently,

for 3 subjects we had the cue step either backward

(Experiment 2) or forward (Experiment 3) during the

adaptation phase, but only during trials in which the

initial step was to the right. When the cue appeared on

the left side, there was no displacement, with the grating

and the cue remaining in their initial location for the
duration of the trial.

We found that rightward attentional shifts can be

adapted without affecting leftward shifts. Furthermore,

it is clear that the magnitude of attentional shifts can

be increased as well as decreased by our adaptation

paradigm. These unidirectional effects are evident both

in the time-course of adaptation averaged over the

three subjects (Fig. 11) and the differences between the

means of the entire adaptation period for leftward and

rightward steps in individual subjects (Fig. 12; ANOVA

and Tukey comparisons, p < 0:001 in all cases).
Specifically, highly significant shifts of attention were

observed for the rightward direction for the averaged

performance during the adaptation phase when com-

pared with either the rightward baseline trials during

the pre-adaptation phase or with the leftward (non-

adapting) trials during the adaptation phase (Dunn�s
Pairwise Multiple Comparison after Kruskal–Wallis

ANOVA; backward steps, Q ¼ 20:1 and 23.2, forward-
steps, Q ¼ 6:1 and 28.6 respectively, p < 0:01 in all
cases). No adaptation occurs in the leftward (non-

adapting direction) (Dunn�s Pairwise Multiple Com-
parison after Kruskal–Wallis ANOVA; backward steps,

Q ¼ 1:34, forward-steps, Q ¼ 1:39, not significant in
both cases). This finding confirms that the change

shown in Fig. 9 during the adaptation phase of Ex-

periment 1 is specific to the adaptation condition, rather
than being one that would be observed for any long

series of attentional steps. Like saccadic gain, the

magnitude of attentional shifts may be decreased more

easily than increased, as the mean change during the

adaptation phase relative to the pre-adaptation baseline

phase was greater for backward shifts (mean ¼ �19:1,

Table 1

Mean and standard deviation of the reported origin of line-motion in the first 180 trials of the pre-adaptation phase I, 540 trials of the adapt phase II

(divided into 3 equal blocks of 180 trials), and 180 trials of the post-adaptation phase III for Experiment 1

Subject Shift time

(ms)

Pre-adapt phase I Adapt phase II Post-adapt phase III

Mean% SD 1 2 3 Mean% SD

Mean% SD Mean% SD Mean% SD

A 150 )9.68 2.80 )33.93 3.68 )40.96 1.59 )34.74 1.73 )6.62 2.65

B 140 )15.92 3.81 )15.71 0.62 )18.94 2.27 )19.40 0.54 )12.12 3.66

C 140 )4.39 2.11 )4.03 0.74 )7.49 4.82 )26.63 3.82 )2.04 1.51

D 130 )11.38 0.86 )12.40 0.60 )14.28 2.41 )22.89 1.41 )18.49 4.74

E 100 )16.93 3.62 )18.20 0.24 )19.97 1.85 )27.27 1.18 )10.09 2.72

F 130 )1.48 1.06 )4.84 0.58 )8.68 2.64 )19.79 2.38 )15.36 2.42

G 78 )9.24 1.52 )15.54 2.65 )17.45 1.74 )12.77 0.47 )25.71 10.92

H 93 )12.85 2.45 )24.76 3.52 )35.93 2.99 )37.92 0.45 )23.45 3.04

I 130 )0.48 4.83 )6.80 8.96 )24.72 1.27 )21.92 0.18 )27.92 7.00

J 118 3.34 3.93 )7.10 1.31 )11.25 0.76 )12.43 1.20 )1.47 5.55

K 105 )1.17 2.97 )17.59 2.24 )27.97 3.99 )32.42 1.74 )9.33 2.03

L 90 )6.3 1.50 )18.57 1.47 )17.55 0.95 )15.73 0.98 )24.13 4.30

M 95 )9.97 3.10 )26.80 0.55 )27.28 1.81 )36.58 1.97 )3.67 3.21

N 123 )1.16 7.11 )8.05 0.50 )6.42 0.66 )9.92 0.44 )9.11 6.08

Mean 116 )6.97 2.98 )15.31 1.98 )19.92 2.13 )23.60 1.32 )13.54 4.27

SD 22 6.25 1.67 8.90 2.32 10.47 1.20 9.30 0.98 9.06 2.49

The upper group of subjects (A–G) were those with 25% line-motion trials and with position 9 of the line aligned with the cue, while the lower group

(H–N) had 6.5% line-motion trials and position 7 was aligned with the cue (see Section 2). Data are expressed as the percentage of the 3 deg

back-step. Full adaptation would be )100%. Shift time is the estimated time taken by each subject to shift attention to a brief peripheral cue (see
Section 2.4).
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Fig. 9. Average changes in the locus of attention during Experiment 1.

The location of attention, as measured with the line-motion illusion,

was averaged for all 14 subjects during the first 180 trials of the pre-

and post-adaptation phases and for the first 540 trials of the adapta-

tion phase of Experiment 1. The inset shows the mean position for

each 180 trial block.

Fig. 10. Smoothed adaptation curves during the adaptation phase for

each subject in Experiment 1. The numbers at the end of each curve

show the amount of adaptation (in terms of the percentage of the back-

step) at the last point on the curve. A–N labels refer to the subject

number as listed in Table 1.

Fig. 11. Unidirectional adaptation of shifts of attention. Line origin

reported during experiments in which the cue stepped backward (A––

Experiment 2) or forward (B––Experiment 3) only on trials in which

the cue stepped to the right (solid lines). Adaptation occurred in both

cases. On trials in which the cue stepped first to the left and remained

in its new position for the rest of the trial (dashed lines), responses were

similar during the pre-adaptation (left curves), adaptation (middle

curves) and post-adaptation (right curves) phases. Data averaged

across 3 subjects.

Fig. 8. Mean frequency distribution for the origin of line-motion

during the adaptation phase for the first seven subjects in Experiment 1

(for whom the line spanned the cue (0%) and back-step ()100%) lo-
cations). (A) First 180 trials of the adaptation phase and (B) last 180

trials of the adaptation phase. The circle location numbers (as in Fig.

4A) are shown at the bottom of each bar. Notice that adaptation did

not arise because of a change in the relative ratio in which only the cue

and back-stepped locations were selected. Instead there was a shift in

preference away from the initial cue location towards (but never at) the

back-stepped location.
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SD ¼ 9:5, n ¼ 3) than for forward shifts (mean ¼
þ11:4, SD ¼ 6:1, n ¼ 3).

3.4. Experiment 4: Effect of adaptation of attention on

saccade size

Because attention shifts to the saccade target before

the eye moves, it is possible that the location of attention

defines the saccade target. If this were so, adapting at-

tention so that a target at 9 deg causes attention to move

8 deg might cause saccades to that target to be 8 deg as

well, even though during the adaptation no saccades

took place (the eyes were always on the central fixation

point). We found that in 5 out of 7 cases of adaptation
of the shifts of attention similar to Experiment 1 there

was subsequently a statistically significant reduction in

the saccadic gain (0:064� 0:026 s.e.m., p < 0:05; two-
sample paired t-test; Fig. 13). We are uncertain, how-

ever, whether there was a relationship between the

magnitude of adaptation of attention and the size of the

subsequent saccades (r ¼ 0:54), because to maximize
attentional adaptation, very few line-motion trials were
included during the adaptation. It is also likely that

during the measurement of the saccade gain, the atten-

tional shifts gradually disadapted back toward their

original value because we left the target on for about 200

ms (until the saccade was initiated). As a consequence,

once attention had shifted to the adapted location the

target would have remained on at the original location

for an additional 100 ms before the saccade. If adap-
tation of attentional shifts is like saccadic adaptation,

having the stimulus at the unadapted location just after

the attentional shift would reverse the effects of the

adaptation. A more definitive test of the relation be-

tween adaptation of attention and saccades would be to

interleave attentional adaptation trials with trials re-
quiring a saccade to a briefly flashed target (suggested by

Laurence Harris, York University).

4. Discussion

We have shown that when a subject views a cue that

steps back (or forward) around the time that the subject

usually shifts his or her attention, the amplitude of the

attentional shift gradually decreases (or increases). As

such, these adaptational changes resemble those that

take place in saccadic eye movements during experi-

ments in which a target is stepped backwards or for-

wards during a saccade. To evaluate the similarity of
these two adaptational phenomena, we will consider first

the differences in methods of producing these two forms

of adaptation and then the differences in the magnitude

of adaptation obtained. Finally, we will discuss the impli-

cations of adaptation of attentional shifts for under-

standing saccades and for understanding how the locus

of attention shifts.

4.1. Appropriateness of the line-motion illusion for

measurement of the location of attention and of the time

to shift attention

Our results rest on our use of a modification of the

line-motion illusion to evaluate where visual attention is

at a particular point in time. It has been proposed that
non-attentional visual factors may contribute to the

shooting line illusion (Downing & Treisman, 1997; but

see Schmidt, 2000). However, the fact that the direction

Fig. 12. Adaptation causes both increased and decreased shifts of

attention in individual subjects. Mean changes of origin of line-motion

during the adaptation phase relative to the pre-adaptation baseline

phase in (A) Experiment 3 and (B) Experiment 2. Positive changes

indicate increases in the magnitude of attentional shifts. Error bars are

standard error of the mean.

Fig. 13. Adaptation of shifts of attention transfers to saccade gain.

Mean and standard error of changes in the gain of saccadic eye

movements before (open bars) and after (filled bars) an attention adap-

tation experiment in seven subjects. Open loop saccades were measured

before the pre-adaptation phase and again after the adaptation phase.

In 5 of the subjects the saccadic gain decreased significantly after

backward attention adaptation, �p < 0:001. In subject 2, the line-trials

were not interleaved with the grating trials but were presented as a

block at the end of each phase.
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of the illusory line-motion can be determined by which

end of the line attention has been drawn to, whether by

visual, auditory or tactile stimuli or by verbal instruc-

tions (Shimojo et al., 1997) suggests that the attentional

component of this illusion is at least strong enough to

warrant its use in our task.

In particular, we find that the line-motion illusion has

four properties that are useful for our purposes: (a) It
locates attention with considerable precision. Using our

9-circle line, our subjects could be trained to identify the

origin of the line-motion to less than 0.5 deg. (b) The

long-term accuracy of the apparent line origin was sta-

ble. When we gave a subject nearly 1800 line-trials over

2 h, the origin of the line-motion was discriminable to

within 0.68 deg of the actual cue position over the whole

period. (c) The shifting of ‘‘attention’’ from one location
to another, as assessed by the line-motion, is rapid and

orderly. We find that the standard deviation (across

subjects) of the SOA that elicits 50% inward line-motion

is 22 ms. (d) The latencies that we measure are similar to

other reports on the exogenous shifting of attention

(Eriksen, Webb, & Fournier, 1990; Remington, 1980;

Yantis & Jonides, 1990).

Because of the limitation that we have only one
method for measuring the locus of attention with the

precision we require, we cannot be entirely sure that

non-attentional factors might not participate in the

adaption we report. If our judgement is incorrect with

respect to the line-motion illusion being predominantly

determined by the locus of attention, one would have to

look elsewhere for the cause of the adaptation we report.

4.2. Alternative explanations of attentional adaptation

We find that our adaptation situation results in a

change in the magnitude of the attentional shift to the

onset of a cue at an eccentric location. Is it reasonable to
consider this an adaptation like that of saccades sub-

jected to a somewhat similar stimulus situation? We will

consider several alternative explanations.

First, one might attribute the changes we observe to a

voluntary reallocation of attention, rather than an adap-

tation of the attentional shifts. Because attention can be

voluntarily directed, might not the onset of the cue be

taken as a signal to attend to the stepped-back or
stepped-forward location, rather than to the cue loca-

tion? If so, what we are calling ‘‘adaptation’’ would not

be a modification of the magnitude of the shift of at-

tention to the cue location, but rather would entail a

shift in strategy such that the subject would cancel the

shift of attention to the primary cue location and attend

directly to the expected location of the grating. In gen-

eral, our evidence does not support this explanation.
Subjects do not suddenly change their locus of attention

during the course of adaptation. Rather, it is evident

that the changes are generally progressive, both across

subjects (Fig. 9) and in each individual subject (Figs. 8

and 10), as would be expected of an adaptational change,

even though some subjects do quickly reduce the size of

their attentional shifts at the start the adaptation.

Furthermore, none of our subjects adapted fully to

the back-step (or forward-step) of the cue (Fig. 8). If a

cognitive strategy had been employed, one might expect

that any such endogenous attentional mechanism would
have shifted the locus of attention directly to the cue.

Instead, it appears that even after hundreds of nearly

identical trials, the endogenous attentional mechanism

cannot cancel the exogenous shifts of attention. It has

been explicitly shown that when conflicting endogenous

and exogenous cues are presented, the demands of the

exogenous cues cannot be denied (Muller & Rabbitt,

1989; Remington, 1980). The reason for this lack of
interaction may be that the exogenous attentional la-

tency is much shorter than the endogenous (less than

100 vs. 300 ms or more––see Eriksen et al., 1990;

Hikosaka, Miyauchi, & Shimojo, 1996; Remington,

1980; Yantis & Jonides, 1990). The forms of attention

also differ in that exogenous attention does not linger

long in one place, whereas endogenous attention can be

sustained (Muller & Rabbitt, 1989; Nakayama &
Mackeben, 1989; Remington, Johnston & Yantis, 1992).

It would be interesting to know how sensitive the adap-

tation is to the timing of the step-back.

Second, we will consider whether there might be a

false impression of adaptation because the cue location

is at or close to one end of the line or the other, so that a

large increase in the variability of the responses during

the adaptation phase of the experiment might cause the
mean perceived line origin to shift towards the center of

the line (because responses can be much further from the

starting point in the direction of the near end of the line

than in the direction of the far end of the line). We can

exclude increased variability as an explanation for our

results for two reasons: (a) The magnitude of adaptation

of the 7 subjects for whom the cue location was at the

third outermost circle on the line (Fig. 4B) was the same
as, or even slightly greater than, that of the 7 subjects for

whom the cue location was at the end of the line (Fig.

4A) (mean over 540 trials of )20.4% vs. )18.9% res-

pectively, p ¼ 0:8). (b) The variability during the adap-
tation phase was not correlated with the degree of

adaptation. We computed the square of the residuals of

the fit to the Lowess function for each subject and cor-

related this variance-like measure to the amount of ad-
aptation. The correlation coefficients had an average

value of )0.09 (SD ¼ 0:17, n ¼ 14).
Third, the adaptation is not a consequence of pro-

gressive changes in the apparent line origin that would

have occurred even if the cue had not stepped back-

wards or forwards. In Experiments 2 and 3 where adap-

tation occurred only for rightward steps, the shifts of

attention to leftward steps did not differ from the
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pre-adaptation baseline phase and were relatively stable

throughout all phases. Also, the single experiment with

1794 consecutive line-trials showed no tendency of a

progressive shift in line-origin that could account for the

adaptation that we have observed.

4.3. What is necessary to produce adaptation?

In our experiments we required an explicit orientation

task of our subjects. Thus, although the unpredictable

appearance of the cue summoned attention exogenously,

the task also would have been aided by an endogenous

shift of attention to the back- (or forward-) stepped

location. As just discussed, the adaptation measured

reflected changes in the exogenous shift of attention,
because the endogenous shift would not have occurred

by the time that the line was presented. One can ask

therefore whether the discrimination task was necessary

at all. We speculate that the adaptation could have oc-

curred without the discrimination task, but that the

discrimination task served to keep the spatial scale of

attention narrow, so that all attentional resources were

deployed in the small region of the cue and grating.
Without this endogenous signalling of the appropriate

scale of attention, the attentional focus might have been

so broad that both the original cue location and the

stepped back location would have been encompassed by

a single broad focus of attention. We have evidence that

saccade adaptation is sensitive to the size of the atten-

tional field (Wallman, Khan, Yun, & McFadden, 2001).

4.4. Does adaptation of attention require that attention

actually moves?

Our interpretation of both the latency and the adap-

tation of the attentional shift was motivated by the

supposition that attention does in fact shift, but the re-
sults we have obtained and the conclusions we have

drawn from these results do not rest on this supposition.

One can take the alternative view that attention does not

move in the sense of a spotlight moving, but rather that

at the start of each trial attention is diffuse and then

after the cue is presented it becomes focused in one re-

gion (that is, it zooms in to the cued location) (Eriksen &

St. James, 1986; Shepherd & Muller, 1989). This view
does not demand a change in our interpretation of our

results. Rather, we would say that our results imply that

after attention is focused, some process assesses whether

it zoomed accurately to the cue location, and, if not, the

zoomed location is altered over hundreds of trials.

Similarly, our finding of an orderly sigmoidal curve

when we assessed the time to shift attention could be

interpreted as the time necessary to focus attention to
the cued location. This interpretation would, however,

require that, before the cue is presented, attention is

somewhat more intense at the fixation point than it is

elsewhere in order to account for the illusory line-

motion being in the direction away from the fixation

point. Indeed, the fact that the line-motion does shift

in direction with time after moving the cue argues that

at least the centroid of attention must move from

one spot to another, an interpretation that borders on

saying the locus of attention itself moves.

4.5. Comparison of the magnitude of attentional adapta-

tion with that of saccadic adaptation

The adaptation we measure in the magnitude of shifts

of attention is similar to saccadic adaptation in three
respects: It is gradual, it is specific to the direction of

target step (right vs. left), and it is specific to the sign of

the subsequent target shift (backwards vs. forwards).

However, the adaptation seems to differ from saccadic

adaptation in being slower or smaller in magnitude.

During saccadic adaptation in humans, the system

adapts from 20% to 25% (Straube & Deubel, 1995) up to

90% (McLaughlin, 1967). In our attentional adaptation
experiments, we found that on average, the amount of

adaptation was about 20%, although individual subjects

adapted up to 35%.

There are several possible explanations for why our

attention adaptation values are towards the lower range

found in saccadic adaptation experiments. First, our

method of assessing the location of attention itself in-

terferes with the degree of attentional adaptation. That
is, we found that the mean amount of adaptation

increased as the proportion of line-motion trials de-

creased. If we extrapolate this function to 0% line-

motion trials then the amount of attentional adaptation

would be on average approximately 30% of the back-

step size. The reason for this interference may be that

during the line-motion trials, the visual stimuli are on

the screen for longer than the attention shift-time and
attention is free to move about, so that these shifts are

not adapted. Furthermore, if the subjects had a ten-

dency to persist in responding to the key representing

the cue-location, this might bias their responses in the

direction opposite to adaptation. However, we did not

find any difference in degree of adaptation between

subjects who had catch trials and those who did not.

More generally, unlike saccade adaptation experiments,
in which one can instruct the subjects not to make ex-

traneous eye movements and one can monitor their

compliance, in attention adaptation experiments this is,

of course, not possible. Second, if one views the atten-

tion adaptation procedure like that of a saccade adap-

tation experiment, the deficiency in the shift-of-attention

adaptation procedure is that we cannot tell when the

attention shifts during a given trial and then step the
target forward or back at that time. Instead, we must

step the target at the average attention-shift-latency,

meaning that in most cases we shift the target either
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before or after the attention shifts. Presumably this

causes a smaller adaptational change than would have

been the case if we shifted the target at just the right

moment, as can be easily done with saccades by moni-

toring the eye movements continuously. Third, in sac-

cade experiments one typically measures the eye position

at the moment when it comes to rest at the end of the

saccade. In the case of our attention experiments we
measure the location of attention (on our line-motion

trials) at a fixed time after the target step, the same time

we use to step back the target during the adaptation

phase. If attention moves continuously across the visual

field (Shulman et al., 1979) at a finite velocity (e.g., 125

deg/s; Tsal, 1983), as proposed by some authors, we may

have assessed the location of attention while it was still

moving, at least in some proportion of trials. Whether
attention moves at a finite velocity is, however, a matter

of some debate (Yantis, 1988). The magnitude of this

underestimation would depend on unknown aspects of

the dynamics of the line-motion illusion.

Whether the degree of attentional adaptation is small

for fundamental or methodological reasons, it should be

noted that the degree of saccadic adaptation in humans,

even after many trials, also is typically considerably less
than that which would bring the eye directly onto the

displaced target. Miller et al. (1981) have suggested that

there are fast and slow adaptive processes, of which only

the fast process is adapted during these experiments.

4.6. Implications for saccade targeting and adaptation

Our finding that adaptation of shifts of attention

transfers to saccades implies that saccades are directed

specifically to the locus of attention, rather than to

stimuli identified by attention but targeted by inde-

pendent means. This in turn implies that saccadic adap-

tation, as it is usually defined, could result from either
adaptation of attentional shifts or from saccadic adap-

tation at the motoric level, or both. We conjecture that

these two levels of adaptation are independent, because

the brain would need a way to compensate for specific

changes in the strength of the eye muscles without af-

fecting covert shifts of attention.

Does this mean that saccade adaptation experiments

might actually be adapting the shifts of attention that
precede saccades? We think not. Our experiment was

unusual in that the cue remained in its initial loca-

tion only long enough for attention to move there,

whereupon the back-step occurred. In normal saccade

adaptation experiments the target spot is on for ap-

proximately twice as long, allowing time for an atten-

tional shift to the target and a corrective step before the

saccade occurs. Therefore the fact that the target sub-
sequently steps back during the saccade should not

stimulate adaptation of attentional shifts. Recently, an

explicit study of the locus of attention before saccades

showed that it was not shifted by saccadic adaptation

(Ditterich, Eggert, & Straube, 2000). Indeed, the step-

back during the saccade may well be registered by the

attentional system as simply another target step, not

signalling an error in attentional localization. In other

situations, however, either attentional or saccadic ad-

aptation might take place. For example, in memory

guided saccades to briefly presented targets, adaptation
might be either at the attentional or motoric level. This

possibility extends the view that saccadic adaptation can

take place at several different levels of the visual and

oculomotor systems (Deubel, 1999).

4.7. At what level might adaptation of exogenous shifts of

attention occur?

As mentioned in the Introduction, exogenous spatial

attention has been characterized in several ways, in-

cluding being the peak on a map of perceptual saliency

and being an intrinsic component of saccadic eye

movements (although the eye movement itself may be
cancelled after the shift of attention). At first glance, it

might appear that the finding that the magnitude of shifts

of attention can be adapted argues that attention lies

clearly on the motoric side of the continuum, because it is

easy to see the adaptation in terms of changing a motoric

gain term, as in saccadic adaptation. However, in both

the cases of saccades and attention, there are at least four

levels at which adaptation might occur. We will consi-
der the possibilities for saccadic adaptation and then

consider which might apply to adaptation of attention.

First, the adaptation could involve a warping of the

visual map, so that stimuli at 10 deg right are mapped at

8 deg right. Presumably such a remapping would not

affect all visual maps. If it did, the perceived geometry of

the visual world would be influenced by saccadic gain

adaptation provoked by such things as weakness of an
eye muscle. There is evidence against visual remapping

being the basis of saccadic adaptation (Wallman &

Fuchs, 1998). Second, the transformation between the

visual map and the premotor spatial map used in se-

lection of the saccadic target might be altered. In the

case of neurons with large motoric fields, such as those

in the superior colliculus, a simple spatial gradient of

modulatory input across the map could cause a consis-
tent shift in the location of the peaks of activity. Such

gain modulation effects (gain fields) have been proposed

to account for the effect of attention on cortical areas

(Connor, Preddie, Gallant, & Van Essen, 1997; Salinas &

Abbott, 1997). Third, saccadic eye movements involve a

transformation from a spatial coordinate scheme, in

which the saccade is planned, to a temporal coordinate

scheme, in which the amplitude of the saccade is coded
in the duration of the burst of firing of the ocular motor

neurons that will get the eye to the desired target.

Saccadic adaptation might be manifested by a change in
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the duration of this burst. There is evidence of changes

in the dynamics of saccades as a result of adaptation

(Abrams, Dobkin, & Helfrich, 1992; Straube & Deubel,

1995) as well as evidence that the fastigial nucleus might

produce saccadic adaptation by changing the duration

of saccades (Scudder, 1998). Fourth, although in one

sense saccades are entirely pre-programmed in that the

saccadic endpoint cannot be influenced by visual signals
acquired en route, in another sense the eyes� path can be
considered to be guided by internal feedback in that the

oculomotor system is thought to keep track of where it

calculates the eye is during the saccade and to terminate

the saccade when it estimates that the target has been

reached (Van Gisbergen, Robinson, & Gielen, 1981).

Saccadic adaptation might act at the level of this effer-

ence feedback calculation.
By similar reasoning we can consider the possibility

that adaptation of shifts of attention might occur at the

same four steps. First, if saccadic alternations can be re-

mappings at the level of visual maps, surely this would

affect shifts of attention as well. Second, if one views

spatial attention as peaks on a saliencymap achieved by a

winner-take-all process, one would have to accept that

there is some process that transforms the raw visual map
into this saliency map. Alterations of this transformation

could constitute adaptation. The third possibility of

temporal changes in the motoric signal is least likely to

apply to attention, in that we have no evidence for such a

spatial-to-temporal transformation in the case of shifts of

attention. In the case of the fourth possibility, there is

evidence of something like an efference feedback pathway

for attention (Cavanagh, 1992); this might be involved in
adaptation both of saccades and of shifts of attention.

5. Conclusions

We have shown that shifts of attention, like saccades,

can be adapted if the target is spatially displaced during

the time of the initial attentional shift. This finding can

be added to the list of similarities between attention and

saccades presented in the Introduction. The fact that the

targeting of attention is plastic suggests that it represents
the output of on-going spatial computations, rather

than being an inherent attribute of the visual image in

the brain. The fact that this targeting appears to be

linked to saccadic targeting suggests that saccades may

be directed to the locus of attention, rather than to

targets identified by attention. In some situations adap-

tation might be effected by changes at the level of either

attention or saccades or both.
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Appendix A

We trained subjects on the grating identification task

and the line-motion task in separate sessions 1–3 days

before the experiment. Subjects required approximately

550 line-motion training trials and 150 grating training

trials.

A.1. Training for line-motion trials

In order to effectively discriminate the location of the

origin of the shooting line, subjects required three types

of training. First, they were trained to type a key corres-

ponding to particular circles on the line. For this phase,

the cue appeared at a random position between 2 and 5

deg right or left of the fixation point, and stayed on for

320 ms, after which it was replaced (for 600 ms) by the
row of circles, spanning the distance from 2 to 5 deg

from the fixation point. At first the subject was told in

advance which circle would be turned on until 10 con-

secutive correct responses had been made. Thereafter,

correct responses were signalled by a beep, and errors

caused the subsequent trials to have the cue appear in

the same location until the correct response was made

(correction trials).
In the second training phase, this task was made more

difficult by first moving the range of cue-locations to

span 4–7 deg from the fixation point and then 6–9 deg.

Finally, in the third training stage, the duration of the

cue (the SOA) was reduced from 320 to 100 ms in 2

steps. Each change in eccentricity and reduction in du-

ration occurred once the 10-point running average of the

difference in the number of circles between the reported
origin and the actual cued location fell below 0.7 circles

(0.57 deg), including the correction trials. The line

training was concluded when the subject maintained this

criterion for approximately 40 trials, with the final

stimulus location (spanning 6–9 deg) and final SOA (100

ms; Fig. 3, frame 3a). In practice, most subjects achieved

an accuracy less than 0.57 deg. On the day of the ex-

periment, immediately before the experiment began, the
subject was given brief refresher training on the line-

motion illusion. This training began with the 6–9 deg

line span with a 320 ms cue duration which, once cri-

terion was passed, was decreased to 100 ms.

At the end of the training on the line-motion illusion,

subjects were able to accurately locate the origin of line-

motion, the locus of which could not be predicted since

each cued position appeared randomly and with equal
probability. During the actual experiments, the same

line-motion task was used to assess the perceived origin

of line-motion, except that the line-motion trials oc-
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curred only occasionally rather than on each successive

trial as in training. When a line-motion trial did occur

during the experiment, subjects were unable to predict

the cue location as it occurred at a random position on

the catch trials, and the catch trials were themselves

randomly interspersed with the normal line-motion tri-

als.

A.2. Training for grating trials

The grating trials were introduced so that focal at-
tention was required at the cue location. These trials

required the subject to identify the orientation of a small

briefly presented grating. To perform this task required

some training and required setting the grating parame-

ters for a criterion level of performance for each subject.

Training trials presented stimuli like those in the

grating trials described in Section 2.6.1, except that the

difficulty of the task was increased in several steps. At
the beginning of the training, the grating stimulus was

1.0 deg in diameter (9.0 mm), with a contrast of 1.0, a

duration of 250 ms and a spatial frequency of 6.0 cpd.

These stimulus parameters were used until the subject

made 20 consecutive correct responses. During succes-

sive steps in the training the duration was decreased to

100 ms, the diameter was decreased to 0.33 deg (the

same size as the cue), and the contrast was reduced to
0.3–0.4 for the oblique orientations and 0.2–0.3 for the

vertical and horizontal orientations until performance

was stable at approximately 75% (over 20 trials for an

individual subject). The grating properties at this per-

formance level were used at the start of the experiment

for that subject.
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